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This term, we will be exploring about what is important to you and
why/how we are all different. We will discuss and compare our
differences, personalities, talents, interests and hobbies. We will
learn about lots of different types of families and consider what the
values of family are, regardless of who is in your family.

In English, we will be focusing on
stories with repetitive phrasing. We will begin with the
Little Red Hen! We will be learning about how bread is
made, making our own bread rolls, learning about
the effect of repetitive phrasing in stories and how to write alternative endings to
familiar stories.
Other regular English sessions including writing practice, letter formation, phonics,
spelling, reading fluency, comprehension and sentence structure.

In maths, we are focusing on
‘number and place value’ this half

term. We will also do some learning on multiplication and division.
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Our science topic this half term is ‘animals including
humans’. Karlie will be teaching our science on
Thursday afternoons and we will be doing other
experiment work throughout the year.

Hydro is going to be up and running very soon!! Watch
this space! Our rebound session is every Tuesday 1:302:45pm.

We will continue to learn about healthy eating throughout the
whole year. Please continue to send in healthy snacks for your
child if they have one during break time and/or the end of the
day. They can also have a refillable bottle which can be refilled
by us throughout the day if necessary.

Colder weather is approaching! Please send your child into school with
appropriate, warm clothing including a coat, hat, scarf and gloves.

Willow class will continue to earn house points for good work,
trying their best and following class rules. For those extra
special WOW moments, the children may earn ‘Treat Points’
which we put onto a chart. When we get to the end of the chart
we will have a treat morning, afternoon or even go on a trip!
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